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Shadow fight 2 fire titan sword

Weapon Ranged Weapon Magic Titan's Desoler Extendable Arm Mind Throw Your essence belongs to me, just like the gates you have opened! It will open the way for me to thousands of worlds that have no heroes to guard them. Titan reveals its plan. Titan is the main antagonist of
Shadow Fight 2. He is the conqueror of the worlds and the ultimate boss of the game. He makes his first appearance in the game intro and he appears on the map after Gates of Shadows is closed. Titan lives in the Shadow World. The gates of shadows, along with the Shadow Energy,
belong to him. Appearance Titan's size compared to Shadow. Titan appears as a very tall, bald man in heavy, gold-trimmed black metal armor with electrical cables built into his body. He carries a giant sword named 'Titan's Desolator'. In intro and interludes, his armor is completely gray
instead. In the introduction, Titan is seen wielding a massive sword - but in his avatar his sword is not visible. This is unusual for demon bosses as they are usually depicted wielding their weapons of choice. Instead, Titan is seen holding a mysterious, dazzling ball named 'Eternal's Sphere'.
Storyline You tempt Titan with your interference! We don't know where he came from, but that he's... Different. He creates strange things to serve him... wasp's description of Titan. Titan has conquered many worlds before he found the Shadow World. His method invades a world with the



help of an army of brain-controlled creatures from the previously conquered world. He then placed the defeated inhabitants of this world under his mind control and made these inhabitants his army that will conquer the next world for him. When he arrived in the Shadow World, Titan faced an
obstacle; the natural inhabitants known as ancient race with a mind and will strong enough to resist his control. Unable to neither bend their minds nor make an army out of them, Titan destroyed the entire race instead. But one of them survived and managed to stay hidden from Titan. Titan
seeks out to enslave the human world next, and he created the Gates of Shadows as a portal to the human world. But the destruction of the ancient race caused him to lack the army to invade the human world. To accumulate enough power to conquer the human world, Titan 6 subjugated
six of the strongest warriors in the human world, drew and captured them into the gates, and turned them into demons that would act as his puppets in enslaved the human world. Titan itself couldn't get out of the gates. To overcome this, he needs someone with a will strong enough to
preserve their minds and not slaves of power shadow energy. Said person will then get the ability to go between worlds and Titan will take that power for himself. After many experiments, a warrior finally managed to not only survive the most powerful emission of shadow energy from Gates,
but still retained his mind and will: Shadow. VI: Iron Reign Titan laughs after he captured conquered By his intuition, Shadow goes straight into titan's trap. As he closes the gates using the demon seals, Titan May pulls into the gates using a kind of force field just before the gates are closed.
The force field allowed May to pass without losing her body, as Titan needs her alive for his plan to continue. Titan then puts May under his mind control, turning her into his servant under the name Justice. Act VII: Revelation I understand Titan's true motives now. When you opened Gates,
Shadow Energy formed a new body for you. A capsule made of clean energy. If you lose this fight, Titan won't need the energy of the masters - he'll get yours. Any world finding itself in the way will be reduced to ashes. Cypher's going to figure out Titan's plan. Just as planned by Titan,
Shadow follows the call of his heart to save May, and he goes through all the trouble to reopen Gates. Because of the protection of shadow energy, Shadow brought it to life through the gates, and he arrives in the Shadow World. Titan then orders the Shroud, one of his best fighters, to take
Shadow to him. But he fails because Kali disrupts the Energy Ball magic and Shadow escaped. After the fiasco of the Shroud, Titan orders justice to retrieve Shadow this time. She also failed after Cypher locked her in the hideout. After seeing what Titan has done to May, Shadow continues
to confront Titan in its citadel, disguised as its soldier. His cover is blown when Scavengers around the citadel recognize the clean shadow energy that covers shadow's body. Knowing Shadow will come to him, Titan greets Shadow and explains that Shadow is a successful experiment.
Shadow has got the ability to go between worlds as Titan had planned and he wants to take it from him. But before that, Titan introduces Shadow to his bodyguards, his previous experiments. They came from parallel universes and shared similar traits with Shadow and, like him, were able
to survive the powerful emission of shadow energy and pass through Gates alive. But unlike him, they didn't have a strong enough willpower to control it and ended up being destroyed by the energy. Titan sets them up against Shadow to show him what he could become if he allows shadow
energy to possess him. After Shadow defeated all the Titans bodyguards, Titan admits he didn't expect Shadow to prevail against his dark halves. Titan is very impressed and says that Shadow is incredible, his abilities are unthinkable. To test Shadow's limits again, he summons May, who
has fled the hideout. After a challenging battle, Shadow defeats her and Titan's control over May Breaks. Kali tells May to go back through the gates, saying that after freeing her, Shadow has only one thing left to do - kill Titan once and for all. Although reluctant at first, May is finally leaving.
Because Titan lost all its cover, Shadow is able to confront Titan goads Shadow by saying that after Shadow loses he will let him him only long enough to witness his great empire. He makes the mistake of underestimating Shadow and holding back, making simple attacks with his
Desolator, which gives Shadow the upper hand. After Shadow wins the first round, Titan activates its shield, which blocks an incoming injury and then disables itself until it is charged. He uses his retractable arm to catch shadow and magical mind throws to grab and strangle him, despite
everything Shadow reigns. After a long battle, titan is defeated, falls to his knees and dies with a large explosion. The shadow is caught up in the explosion. His shadow body is destroyed, and his existence as a shadow is over. He gets his human form back and leaves the crumbling Gates
of Shadows, where May awaits him. Powers and abilities Do not think that you can fully understand Titan's powers! He can change one's thoughts, feelings and memories! How do you fight it? Hermit warns Shadow about Titan's power. Titan is said to be incredibly powerful. The six demons
are afraid of him and hate being his puppets. They are willing to rematch with a deadly adversary (Shadow) to try to prevent Titan from reaching the human world. He also possesses a very high level of intelligence. Said intelligence is proven when he is able to create the plan that results in
Shadow gaining the ability to walk between worlds and eventually coming to him, essentially making him the brains behind everything. Titan is able to shape one's memories, thoughts and wills. He has conquered many worlds and enslaved the inhabitants to form a gigantic empire. The
shadow world is just one of many worlds that Titan has conquered. Titan has a large army, made by those whose minds were controlled after Titan defeated them, and the warriors hatched at the incubator. Titan is the supreme ruler of his worlds, and his army is ranked in hierarchical order,
from slaves to elite soldiers whom he commands personally, and finally Titan himself. Although the Titans' strength is greater than any opponent in the game that has been encountered so far, he still has his limitations. When Titan arrived at Shadow World, there lived a race of powerful
ancient creatures, with willpower so adamant not even he was able to penetrate it. However, this is the only known case where Titan's power was insufficient to bring its plans to fruition. Personality Titan is a very cunning character. He is also arrogant and offensive, yet he seems to be very
experienced from his experiments on his prisoners and wise, having a great knowledge of the universe and worlds. Bodyguards Titan's bodyguards are evil counterparts of Shadow from different dimensions. In these dimensions, Shadow was not strong enough to withstand Shadow
Energy's moves and ended up being destroyed by it, turning them into failed experiments. Titans bodyguards, unlike other bodyguards, exploit perks and enchantments. Offensive Abilities Titan carries a giant sword, uses its arm as a varied weapon, and and Mind Throw as his magic. Titan
is a unique enemy; He does not use any movements or attacks that other enemies or the player uses except basic movement. He's 1.5x bigger than normal enemies. He can't be thrown or knocked down. Critical hits, explosions (from Time Bomb enchantment or landmines), earthquakes,
electric shocks, and even the strongest blows of Tempest Rage only make him stumble. He has his own special features: a headbutt, a ground stomp, his retractable arm (which acts as a grappling hook to bring the opponent closer) and a mind roll. Titan has a huge amount of health and it
takes an extreme amount of damage and time to defeat him. He's moving very slowly. He is also unable to roll, duck, jump, or flip, making him a vulnerable target for varied attacks and spells. But this is easily compensated for by his immense health and stamina. In addition, he is also
extremely aggressive in combat, although he is slow. Titan has several unique attacks quite different from all other enemies. His throw attack is an incredibly brutal version different from the usual cast that normal enemies use, in which he grabs Shadow with one hand, headbutts Shadow,
dealing with a hefty amount of damage, then slamming him into the ground, dealing even more damage. It's worth noting that this attack always makes Shadow drop his weapon, but it doesn't count as a shock because interestingly, Titan actually kicks weapons back to shadow when he
stands up. His varied attack is a retractable arm in which he fires his hand like a grappling hook. If it grabs Shadow, it causes a slight amount of damage, and he pulls Shadow back to himself and brutally skewers Shadow with the Desolator, then Shadow kicks backwards. The player has to
be careful because the grappling hook can retract if it does not catch Shadow, but on the way back, it can still grab shadow. Titan's Magic is a cruel magic called Mind Throw. Titan fires a blue ball at Shadow, and if Shadow doesn't avoid it, the envelopes Shadow's head and neck,
mercilessly choking Shadow, which causes a huge amount of damage. Titan then raises its fist up and cruelly holds Shadow in the air for a while as Shadow unsuccessfully tries to break free, and then slams Shadow back into the ground, causing even more damage. This attack also
always causes Shadow to drop his weapon, but strangely, it doesn't count as a shock, and Shadow picks up his weapon again. When Titan defeats Shadow in a round, he laughs in a sinister way. When he is defeated by Shadow in the first or second round, he sinks on his knees but still
does not touch the ground. On the third defeat, however, Titan finally curls and shuts down. Combat Guide He uses his retractable arm if the player is too far from Titan. He uses his headbutt if the player is too close to Titan. He's immune to Stun enchantment. Titan won't be caught by
Monk's Amulet only impairs his health and stumbles on him for a moment. He, unlike most other enemies, does not use his melee weapons as as main offence. He balances his consumption with ground stomps and headbutts. When he uses his sword, however, these are probably the most
dangerous attacks as they are relatively quick and difficult to dodge, as well as the great chance of Lifesteal activation and/or knocking players down. Main hits are also common places due to Titan's height and sword angle. Equipment Titan's Desolator : Titan's Giant Sword with lifesteal
enchantment. Titan hand: His retractable arms as his varied weapon. Mind throw: Titan's magic. Perks and Enchantments Shield Shield is Titan's unique perk. When Shadow wins the first round, Titan gets a charging shield that avoids all damage from a hit, regardless of the force or
damage of the hit (including hits from Time Bomb and Tempest Rage's fully charged punches). Then the shield must be recharged for other use. The shield requires 8 seconds to be charged. After the player wins two rounds, titan's shield requires just 4 seconds to be charged, making the
fight much harder. Lifesteal A chance at every successful Sword hit to rebuild the Titans' health with 250% of the damage given to the player. Magic Recharge A chance to increase its magic recharge from taking a head hit by 700%. Appears after Titan loses a round. Regeneration A
chance to regenerate 4.5% of Titan's health in 5 seconds after receiving Head Hit. Replaces Magic Recharge after Titan loses two rounds. Enfeeble A chance to weaken the player's attack by 75% in 10 seconds after a successful varied attack or magical hit. Weakness A chance to weaken
the player's attack by 75% for 5 seconds after a successful magic hit. Replaces Enfeeble on his spell after the Titans lose a round. Ricochet A 50% chance of blocking all damage from an inbound varied attack. Enlightenment A chance to avoid a death blow, fill a small amount of Titan's
health instead. Moves All attacks and movements of Titan are unique and special to him. None of the other bosses, characters and enemies use them. Move Description Desolator Slash - Titan bends forward and throws the sword forward. Desolator Double Slash - Titan bends forward and
throws the sword forward, then steps forward and throws the sword forward again. Desolator Heavy Slash - Titan quickly pushes the sword forward as he charges forward. He then twists one foot and quickly swings the sword horizontally. The sword swing can topple the player. Desolator
Low Slash - Titan quickly steps forward, lifts the sword and quickly throws it forward at a downward angle, smashing the ground. Stack can topple the player. Desolator Spinning Slash - Titan spins on one foot and then performs a powerful swing with the sword. The swing can topple the
player. Desolator Upper Slash - Titan steps forward, then swings the sword horizontally around his head. Desolator Super Slash - Titan swings the sword in a bow above its head and then slams it on the ground. He then performs a front flip, swinging the sword again, Smashing the ground
with it. The last strike is immune to blocks. Extended arm - Titan's varied attack. A mechanical hand shoots out from Titan's arm, which hooks at Shadow and pulls him toward Titan. He impales Shadow with his sword and kicks him, sending him flying backwards. If the player manages to
dodge it, the hand can still hook on them when it returns to Titan. Mind Throw - Titan's magic. Titan activates and throws a blue energy ball which he controls, uses it to suspend Shadow in the air, smother him and then slams him to the ground. Headbutt - Titan's version of unarmed hit.
Titan smashes his head into shadow, able to knock him down even if the headbutt is blocked. Titan uses this attack when the player is too close. Titan tramples the ground with its foot. Stomp is strong enough to force Shadow to buckle. Titan-Roll - Titan's throw combo. Titan grabs Shadow,
headbutts him and then slams him to the ground. Quotes Why of course. Did you think you could fool my beasts? They know pure Shadow Energy - you can't hide! Welcome to my humble Citadel, Shadow. - Titan salutes Shadow You are my crowning glory! The gates opened and you
survived the most powerful Shadow Energy emission. But you're not a slave. you have preserved your mind and will. So many experiments, so many worlds... Finally, success! But before I take your power, meet some of those who also survived Gates. They were as much like you - your
double, I can say - but lacked the will to hold so much energy... - Titan introduces its bodyguards Incredible! Your power is unprecedented! I never imagined that you would be able to defeat your dark half. But you've exceeded my expectations! - After all bodyguards defeated after the call of
your heart brought you into my trap. Losing your body, you got the ability to walk between worlds. And it's going to be mine soon. Titan reveals his plan. Once again, for the last time, I would like to see what pure Shadow Energy is really capable of... May! Titan summons May. Your world
wobbles on the edge of the abyss, Shadow, unaware that its fate was already decided: it is destined to become the flesh and blood of the new empire! - After May defeated After you fall, I will give you some time to watch the finale of this world and the birth of the new. Sheer, wild, endless.
My world! - Before the final battle Rewards The Eternals' Sphere 4,000,000 XP 3 Gems Shadow Orbs Normal: 15000 Green Balls 2500 Red Balls Eclipse: 250000 Green Balls 75000 Red Balls 2500 Purple Balls Achievements Retribution Awarded for defeating Titan. Revenge awarded for
winning a battle with Titan again in Eclipse mode. Soundtrack During the battle with Titan, the track epic titan fight plays. Gallery Titan accepted the challengeTitan just before the match begins. Titan blocks attacks with its sword. Stabs Shadow with his sword. If the player does not Titan,
Ancient seems to save them. Ancient offers another chance to defeat Titan.Titan's last minute and cause of death. A mysterious artifact obtained after defeating Titan.Titan defeated during eclipse.Add an image to this gallery Trivia He is the only boss who has no quote when the player is
defeated or when Titan itself is defeated, as ancient stops the flow of time to save Shadow from defeat and allows him to try again, or Titan disappears with an explosion After he's defeated. He's the only boss who won't be fought in the Gates of shadows. He's the only commander who has
a different battleground and track than his bodyguards. All Titan bodyguards use gemstone weapons (except Guru). Unlike the other demon bosses, defeating Titan in the Eclipse will not reward the player with his weapon. After Titan defeats the player, a quiet gloomy grin can be heard.
Heard.
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